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stealer
Vancouver’s skyline gets an
upgrade
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1+2. Located within
Vancouver’s urban
resort PARQ, the
Douglas hotel’s mirrored
glass façade reflects
its surroundings and
features a swooping
cutout that houses an
expansive terrace.
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Vancouver may be celebrated as
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the “city of glass,” but it’s also known for its
spectacular waterfront setting and easy access
to the mountains. That dichotomy drives the
narrative behind the Douglas, an Autograph
Collection hotel, located within urban resort
PARQ that’s built to LEED Gold standards.
“The architecture of the building was a big
influence,” says Vincent Celano, principal of
New York-based Celano Design Studio, which
handled interiors for the 188-room hotel. “Its
reflection of the mountains, the water, and the
city informs a large part of our narrative.”
The mixed-use building blends with its
environment without disappearing into it,
according to project architect Maxime-Alexis
Frappier, principal at ACDF Architecture,
which partnered with fellow Montreal firm
Architecture49 on the project. Its exterior is
clad in copper-colored glass that “talks with
its neighbors while providing a surprising
contrast,” he says. “Sort of like the red sole of
a Christian Louboutin heel.” Metal fins—“like
sequins on a black dress,” he adds—catch and
disperse fragments of the surroundings. A
swooping cutout reveals an expansive terrace
park on the sixth floor, a major sustainable
element, that’s packed with berms, native
trees, and water features to ensure that
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3. Comfortable
barstools and low-slung
sofas create an intimate
feeling in the lounge.
4. Installations in the
lobby include an art wall
cast in concrete, backlit
by soft lighting, and
filled with both objet
d’art and potted plants.
5. The focal point in the
lobby is the dramatic
check-in desk, an
illuminated tree trunk
encapsulated in a
seamless glass box.
6. A neutral color palette
rounds out the bright
and airy Apartment 108,
while a ceiling-mounted
fireplace adds visual
intrigue and warmth.
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7. High above the city,
Apartment 108 boasts
a private outdoor oasis,
awash in the hotel’s
signature subdued color
palette of warm wood
and gray and black
tones.
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8. A concrete ceiling
adds an industrial
edge in the otherwise
residentially inspired
Loft suite.
9. In the bilevel Den
suite, an all-glass and
concrete floating
staircase connects the
separate spaces while
offering unobstructed
city views.
10. A floor-to-ceiling
living wall marries the
contemporary lobby
interior with the city’s
lush and mountainous
setting.
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9
visitors are treated to more immediate natural
splendors than those off in the distance.
“For us, the architecture became a part of
a story that has a lot to do with abstractions
of nature,” Celano continues. “The lobby, for
example, is about capturing framed views of
what is literally a forest floating in the sky.”
In the rooms, design cues elegantly nod to
“warm and glowing cabins” (think buffalo
plaid throws and plank headboards), though
bathrooms suggest “carved out glaciers” with
white marble and large-format windows.
Further, Celano envisioned the hotel’s elevator
as a mountain mine shaft through dynamic
lighting and technology, while the lobby
carries hints of a grand lodge hall.
Throughout, the spaces are rich in
stamped concrete, walnut wood paneling,
and blackened steel—choices inspired by the
work of Arthur Erikson, a seminal Canadian
architect who was interested in how modern
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technology could be applied to traditional
building materials. The light, industrial, and
masculine vibe is offset by touchpoints like
brass detailing and decorative lighting. A
handful of luxury suites—including Celano’s
favorite, the “musician’s den”—up the curated
feel by bringing in urban touches like concrete
on the ceiling and metal accents.
All told, the Douglas and its sister property,
a JW Marriott, share access to a casino,
eight restaurants and lounges (Celano was
responsible for three of them), a variety of
multifunctional meeting spaces, and the rooftop
garden. “Vancouver is a very international
city,” Celano says. “So the idea is that guests
can come to PARQ and define their particular
experience and what it means to them.” hd
acdf. ca; archit ect u re49. com;
celanodesignstudio.com; parqvancouver.com;
thedouglasvancouver.com

Owner Vox 360 Corp. Architect of Record IBI
Group, Vancouver Architecture Firms ACDF
Architecture and Architecture49, Montreal
Interior Design Firm Celano Design Studio, New
York Contractor EllisDon Tishman Purchasing
Project Dynamics
LOBBY AND LOUNGE
Front Desk Beaubois Custom Furniture Leather
Tiger Leather Custom Seating Sky Pad Custom
Furniture and Accent Pillow Fabric Opuzen
GUESTROOMS AND BATHROOMS
Upholstered Bed Frame Fabric and Drapery
Valley Forge Custom Casegoods LacquerCraft
Wallcovering Koroseal
PENTHOUSES
Custom Area Rugs Loloey Custom Bed Frames
and Furniture Pieces Eric Brand
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